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It’s time to get creative with your leftover spray foam this year! While Versi-Foam® insulation is
classically used for both residential and commercial projects, did you know it can also be used for
arts and crafts? From skulls and bones to cauldrons and costumes, here are five different spooky
uses for spray foam this Halloween season.

Spooky spray foam ideas for Halloween
1. Creepy woodland tree trunks

Perfect for a backyard haunted house or Halloween display, making spray foam tree trunks to
decorate with couldn’t be easier. YouTube user Van Oaks Props takes you through how to make
these stumps step by step.

2. Skulls and other scary body parts
As another form of decoration, you’ll see many houses adorned with random arms and legs sticking
out of the ground, a bush, a door, and more. Why not make your own this year? YouTube user
Stiltbeast Studio shows you how to make a full skeleton, including arms, ribs, legs, and other body
parts, in an easy and inexpensive way with spray foam.

3. A witch’s cauldron
Set the scene for your children to prepare potions and chant spells right from their very own witch’s
cauldron. Once night falls, your cauldron will look like there’s a real fire underneath it, thanks to
some craftily placed string lights in this unique idea by YouTube user Monster Tutorials.

4. Budget-friendly Halloween mask
For less than $10 worth of materials, you can have a killer homemade costume idea that doesn’t
require any sewing skills. YouTube user Stiltbeast Studios is back to show you how to make a far-
from-average skull mask, complete with terrifying teeth (made from hot glue droplets!) sure to scare
all of your neighbors.

5. Classic pumpkins
If you prefer your Halloween slightly less spooky, give these spray foam pumpkins a try! Using a
couple of different materials, including a beach ball and some fabric, this 24-inch pumpkin project is
another video by YouTube user Stiltbeast Studios, who specializes in how-to videos on unique
decorations.
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Ready to make some Halloween decorations? Find your nearest Versi-Foam® distributor to purchase
some spray foam today!
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